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ABSTRACT

Biloba is a chamber piece for eight instruments inspired by the Gingko biloba tree. In an abstract way, the piece attempts to capture the movements – to me, the structural details of a tree give the illusion of dancers frozen in time – and textures exhibited by the tree, as well as the environment in which it inhabits.

Many transformations take place in this piece. In terms of the general form, it loosely traces the evolution of the Ginkgo leaves from the Permian era to the present day in retrograde. The compositional materials were molded according to different permutations of the plot of the pitchfork bifurcation equation in the supercritical case, which bears resemblance to the outline of a typical fan-shaped Gingko leaf.

Aesthetically, the different levels of vibrationality of the sounds produced by the instruments were used to mirror the different energy states of living objects in nature. Each instrument has a unique set of vibration gradations. The flute, for example, generally progresses in this fashion: pure tone, molto vibrato, timbral trill, trill, tremolo, and successive triplets.

The sonic elements were flexibly laid out with mathematical models, mainly systems based on palindromes and the Fibonacci series. Palindromes can manifest themselves in multifarious way, from the number of beats in a group of measures in a phrase to the unfolding
of pitches in a musical gesture. One instance of the usage of the Fibonacci series is in the time of entry of a similar gesture for each instrument.

The harmonic language of the piece was derived from a pool of spectra, namely the natural harmonics of B2 and A1 (with C4 as middle C), inverted natural harmonics of B5, and two artificially constructed harmonic series based on the other three spectra.
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INSTRUMENTARΙUM

Flute
Clarinet in B-flat
Horn in F
Piano
Violin
Viola
Violoncello
Double Bass

Duration: 9-10 minutes

PERFORMANCE NOTES

Accidentals apply to the notes they precede. Repeated notes in a bar will follow the accidental of the nearest prior note

Senza vibrato to poco vibrato must be employed at all times unless notated otherwise

All tremolos are unmeasured

Depending on the acoustics of the concert hall this piece will be played in, some leeway to the tempi is allowed. The proportional relationship between each tempo, however, must be observed

Duration: ca. 9’30’’
Symbols & Abbreviations

General

ST  sul tastò
SP  sul ponticello
ORD/ ord  ordinary bowing position or blowing technique
norm.  normale
mv  molto vibrato (wider than usual instead of faster)
sv  senza vibrato
c.l.b.  col legno battuto
WT  whistle tone
sub pont.  sub ponticello: playing behind the bridge

diminuendo al niente
crescendo dal niente
gradually change the technique from one to another
quartertones (-3/4, -1/4, +1/4, +3/4)

Woodwinds

timbral trill, produced by alternating between different fingerings
for the same note (with noticeable variations in pitch)
change the embouchure gradually: breathy without pitch, breathy with pitch, normal
tongue ram to produce a pizzicato-like attack
multiphonics
harmonic trill: alternate between two harmonics (of different order) rapidly while
while keeping the pitch constant

Horn

mute trill: alternate one finger into and out of the bell end of the brass mute
blow with a lot of force, as if saying “WHAT!”, to produce a strong airy attack on the horn
multiphonics
Piano

P.1  right (damper) pedal
P.2  middle (sostenuto) pedal
P.3  left (una corda) pedal

play inside the piano

supress the string near to the damper while playing the key normally

ggradually release the pedal

depress the key(s) silently

Strings

notes to be played *col legno battuto*

Bartok pizzicato

speed of tremolo: getting more rapid, rapid, and getting less rapid

granular sound (overpressure)

harmonic glissando

saltato

arpeggiated chord up or down on the strings behind the bridge (sub pont.)

hammer-on
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(\dot{\jmath} = \text{c. 63})

*Change from normal tone, to breathy tone (diamond-shaped + \cdot\cdot), to unpitched very breathy tone (diamond-shaped + \times-mark on the stem + \cdot\cdot\cdot)
*While playing a trill, overblow the harmonics according to the contour; the note value of each harmonic is just an approximation.

**Harmonic gliss.: make a glissando along the approximate indicated line(s) with a 'harmonic' touch. Along the glissando, white noise or harmonics may be sounded. The initial note (square notehead) may or may not be a harmonic.

***Alternate one finger into and out of the bell end of the brass mute (transposing music)
*Slap on the strings at the lowest register with the palm*
Tongue ram to produce a pizzicato-like attack

Blow with a lot of force, as if saying "WHAT!", to produce a strong airy attack
Depress the indicated notes silently and hold the sostenuto pedal
*Overpressure on the bow*
*Using the palms, depress - silently - as many black & white keys at the lowest register as possible*
* Sub ponticello: play behind the bridge
*Sing the upper note while playing the bottom one*
* Play harmonic gliss. in a triplet-like rhythm as rapidly as possible according to the contour (ad lib.); repeat until end of the line.
** Play the notes in the box as fast as possible until end of the duration indicated.
*Gliss. on the strings at the lowest register as bound by the most leftward section of the frame.

**Slap on either side of the body of the double bass according to the relative 'pitch' of the attack: higher two notes to be played on the upper bout, lower on the bottom; number indicates the number of fingers to be used; either hand can be used at each instant.
Più mosso (\( \dot{\text{q}} = \text{c. 69} \))
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